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In 1950, Alexander Maley founded the Alexander Chemical Corporation. In 1959,
Alexander Chemical Corporation became the Chemical Division of North American Car
Corporation.
The blending of all the right elements enabled Alexander Chemical to grow its product
line, and in 1985 they first opened their doors at the now consolidated facility at 7593 S.
First Road in Kingsbury, Indiana with the purchase of Cardinal Chemical Corporation.
Alexander Chemical Corporation is a leader in the water purification industry that
supplies industrial gasses and chlor-alkali products to major chemical and petroleum
companies, pharmaceuticals, industrial users, and municipalities throughout the
Midwest.
Alexander Chemical is also an industry leading supplier of industrial gasses to a wide
range of industries such as the pulp paper, steel, and agricultural industries.
The reason why Alexander continues to be a leader in the industry is because of their
tireless dedication to safety and employee education.
Alexander Chemical has a transportation arm, Circle Transport, Inc., with an extensive
fleet which allows them the opportunity to offer safe and dependable transportation of
their products to their customers.
Their trucks are equipped with specialized equipment and unloading configurations to
assure efficient and safe transport of products to receiving sites. From order placement to
the final shipment, Alexander Chemical Corporation is committed to the singular goal of
customer satisfaction in the safe use and the handling of its products.
They are a privately held company with a total of 62 employees for both Alexander
Chemical and Circle Transport, of which 38 are union positions, with an average wage of
$29.50 per hour.
Alexander Chemical is proud to offer many different paths to those who want to build a
career in the chemical industry.
They offer competitive wages, union benefits with a 401(K) with company matches, and
competitive paid time off.
For more information on ACC’s markets, products, and services, please visit
https://www.alexanderchemical.com/.
To review the open positions at Alexander Chemical and Circle Transport, Inc.
please go to https://www.alexanderchemical.com/careers/. Send your resume to
recruitment@alexchem.com.
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Alexander Chemical Corporation Markets
As an industry leader in the chemical water purification field and chemical
distribution industry, Alexander Chemical provides Chlor-alkali products and
industrial gases to a wide range of business sectors, including:
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